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Chairman’s Chat
The last few months has been quite eventful for the club, in that on 21st May we held our first NA7C Rally, as part of the
Norfolk Rally, at Scottow – pity about the weather, which was a trifle damp. We also took part in the second East Anglian
Austin Seven Trophy Gathering – which was hot and dry!!! A number of us took up Ron and Barbara’s invitation to join them
at their home at the beginning of May for their Oily Rag Event – it started out damp but got drier as the day went on – with
good company and great food, for which may thanks to Barbara and Ron.
Those are some of the Austin 7 events that the NA7C have taken part over the last few months. I had been looking forward to
the outstanding event for Austin Sevens in our corner of the country, which was due to take place over the second weekend of
July, namely the 50th Anniversary Rally of the Cambridge Austin Seven & Vintage Car Club, but unfortunately, because
they had not received enough entries to make it viable, the event has been canceled. So those of you were planning to head for
Cambridge for the rally on the 7th, 8th & 9th July will have to find some other event to attend or stay at home and polish the
paintwork.
It might be worth pointing out to those of us intending to take part in an old car event or rally, please let the organizers know of
your intention, so that they can gauge the expected attendance in good time in order to decide its potential viability. At least if
you can’t make it at the last minute, they have some idea of potential numbers. A lot of work goes into organizing these events,
so that we can enjoy using our cars and sharing good company, but if the entrants don’t materialize then the events may not
happen in the future – these events depend on you taking part.
Which brings me to the next subject – The Radio Norfolk Old Car Rally / Police Gala Day event on Sunday the 3rd
September, at the Royal Norfolk Show Ground. We will be raising the NA7C Gazebo there for you to gather around with
your Austin Sevens. I have indicated that we will be having up to 15 cars on our site, which is something that the organizers
obviously need to know in order to allocate the appropriate area - so please do let me know if you intend to join us around the
NA7C gazebo, on the Royal Norfolk Show Ground, as soon as possible, so if we need more space we have a chance of getting it.
The membership numbers have now risen since April, so we now welcome a further 6 new Austin Seven owning members,
together with their joint members, which brings us to Membership Number 062. This is really very encouraging for our first
eighteen months, and I keep hearing of more potential members in Norfolk and North Suffolk, with Austin Sevens - Amazing!!
So that is an “up” note to finish this month’s Chairman’s “Chat” on.
Thank you all for your continuing support.

Jim B

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
The St. George’s Day Round Norfolk Run by 2 of our own "Knights of the Road”
From our intrepid reporter Martin Roper and his cameraman Nick Walmsley.
The morning of St George’s Day, 23rd April, arrived and my specially prepared, serviced and polished Ruby looked like getting
wet, as the weather was very grey! I had arranged to meet my fellow NA7C
member Nick Walmsley at a church in Old Costessy where he is the organist and
we would then depart on our St George’s Day Round Norfolk Run, in convoy in
our two cars – one Austin 10 Cambridge and one Austin Seven Ruby, both of 1937
vintage. On my arrival at the church, William Walton’s “Crown Imperial” was
being expertly played on the organ by Nick, which gave a stirring start to the day.
We made a brief stop at Thorpe for petrol, and here we met an elderly lady who not
only knew what the cars were, but she also knew their year!!!
On Leaving Thorpe our route took in Acle, Stalham (nature stop!!), North
Walsham, Mundesley and Cromer. Here
we were given tea by friends of mine (the
previous owner of my Ruby) and spent a Our intrepid travelers pause in Stalham
High Street for their “nature stop”!!
little time in the garage looking at his
Austin Seven Swallow (did you give him a NA7C Membership Form? We do not have
one of those in the club yet!! Ed.) Departure took us to Sherringham and all places west
along the Coast Road as far as Wells, where we had our packed lunches …..at tea-time!!
Sadly we encountered a distinct lack of classic cars out on the road, just a few Morris
Minor 1000s and a single Blower Bentley. At Wells there were just a few American
Muscle Cars.
They omit to tell us if this stop at
the George Hotel at Cley is to
“load up” or “unload”!!!

On the homeward trip I turned inland at Cley, leaving Nick to make his way home to
Wroxham. My run totaled 130 miles, with about 2 ½ gallons of unleaded petrol
consumed and no technical problems.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
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The inaugural Norfolk Austin Seven Club Rally.
Sunday the 21st May started out overcast, which boded somewhat damp weather for our first rally. Susan and I got to the rally
field at the North Walsham Rugby Club, Scottow, early and set up the club’s new
gazebo. We were the first club to arrive and so were in front of all the other car clubs.
The first Austin 7 to arrive was George in his 1927 Chummy, complete with his faithful
terrier on board. He was closely followed by Martin in his Ruby, which broke a front
spring leaf on the journey over, then Rick and Cherry in their “new” 1933 RP Saloon.
Other Austin 7’s arrived at fairly regular intervals, until we had eleven of our “Little
Darlings” lined up in front of all the other cars – just as it should be. I was most
impressed by the arrival of Geoffrey Hunter in his Mk.1 Ruby, having been unerringly
guided down from his parent’s home on the north Norfolk coast, to the field in Scottow
George attends to some wadding
by a Sat-Nav stuck on the windscreen!!!! The last to arrive was the Norfolk Rally
Secretary, our very own Nick in his Chummy, which goes by the name of Jason. Nick whilst faithful Harry keeps guard.
had other duties to perform at Costessey Church before he could get to the rally – a very
busy man. Those who joined us on the day were as follows:NA7C#
Owner
Year Austin 7 Model
Reg No.
005
010
054

George Crummett
Nick Walmsley
John Groom
Robert Carey
Rick & Cherry Fryer

1927
1927
1931
1932
1933

AD Tourer/Chummy
AD Tourer/Chummy
RL Saloon
RN Saloon
RP Saloon

YT 6087
YC 1292
GO 3749
EV 6429
003
KSV 990
AGW 397
Ray Mann
1933 RP Saloon
009
Jim & Sue Hunt
1934 RP Saloon
BPC 197
057
Geoffrey Hunter
1936 ARQ Mk1 Ruby
BDD 272
004
Charles & Judy Levien
1937 APE Opal
JT 7902
027
Martin Roper
1937 Mk 2 Ruby
ATP 47
John “Chalky” White
1937 APE Opal
BVF 397
Unfortunately, Hamish was unable to join us in his little brown van, because of stripped distributor gears, though he did come
along later to show their Labrador, Nellie, what some other Austin 7s looked like! (Anne was walking around London, raising
money for “Breakthrough Breast Cancer”.) The other pre-rally casualty, that I was told about, was Tricia and David Rix’s 1926
Chummy, which had suffered a broken piston. There were seven other entrants who I guess were put off by the damp
conditions.
The day went off well, despite the occasional rain shower. Susan managed to raise some funds for the club by selling our Club
Mugs, fridge magnets and running a tombola. The “Club Mugs” feature a coloured photo of the oldest Austin Seven in our club
at present, namely David and Jasmine Jones’ 1925 Chummy, which David had originally bought in 1959 for £20, had taken with
him when he emigrated to the USA with his parents not long after and brought it home with him a year later. A stray firework
burnt it out on Guy Fawkes Night 1964, but David and Jasmine rebuilt it in time for their honeymoon in 1965. Sadly David died
in January this year. The mugs come in a presentation box. The fridge magnets are of two designs – one with the NA7C logo on
one and David & Jasmines A7 on the other. I still have some mugs and “mags” for those who would like one or some - details
and photos on page 14.
We asked club members who attended to
vote for the best “Square” Radiator Austin
Seven and the best “Cowled” Austin
Seven, whilst the general public or visitors
were asked to vote for the Austin 7 that
they most liked. The results were that Bob
Carey won the “Best Square Radiator
Austin Seven Trophy” and Chalky
White won the “Best Cowled Austin
Chalkey White’s “Best Cowled Rad A7”
Seven Trophy” as well as the “Visitors’
Bob Carey’s “Best Square Rad A7” Trophy”. The trophies were silvered
version of our mug, which I think looks really good – this way the winner gets to
keep the trophy and the
club does not have the
worry of trying to get it
back!

The Austin 7s line up in the arena.
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Austin Seven that he and two other judges thought was the best Austin Seven at the rally, and the winner was the very
original 1937 Austin Seven Opal belonging to Charles and Judy Levien. Nick is getting his eye in for judging at this year’s
BBC Radio Norfolk Old Car Rally, a post that he has taken over from David wall, who had done the honours for many years.
After winning two trophies, Chalkey decided to join our club, and we also attracted another new pair of members, namely Colin
Aldridge and Maureen Bewers – welcome to you all.
Thank you to all of you who came along and made the day worthwhile and we look forward to more Austin Sevens at our rally
in 2007.

Jim B

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
The East Anglian Austin Seven Trophy Event.
Just over a month after the NA7C Rally, the weather had changed considerably, in that Sunday 25th June was hot and sunny,
which boded well for the second East Anglian Austin Seven Trophy
Event, held once again as part of the “Wings, Wheels & Steam” rally
at Rougham airfield, near Bury St Edmunds. This is a friendly
gathering of the four East Anglian county Austin 7 clubs, with one
club being awarded the trophy as the result of some randomly
selected odd criteria. Last year the Essex Austin Seven Club won it
by virtue that Graham Baldock’s 1932 RN Saloon had covered more
miles between MOTs than any other A7 attending!!
Last year there were only two A7s from the NA7C, (Henry and
Henry!), but this year we were well represented by five cars. These
were Jennifer & Henry Thorne in their 1936 A7 Pearl, which had
come out of the garage for the first time in ten years, Anne and
Hamish Alger in their well traveled little brown replica 1932 RL
Three Little Cars from Norfolk are we!!
Van, John and Diane Clark in their recently restored 1938 Austin Big
(sung to a Gilbert & Sullivan tune!!)
7 Forlite, George Crummett once again with his good tempered
Cross Border Terrier, Harry, in his 1927 Chummy, and finally Charles Levien
in his Austin Seven Paxton Special. Anne and Tony Rose came along in their
Morgan and had to
park on the other side
of their arena, but
their support and
company was much
appreciated.
Thank
you all for coming and
making it a great
John & Diane Clark’s recently restored
event.
Austin Big Seven Forlite. (I do like red cars!)
As was the case last
year, Jennifer and
Henry were the first to
arrive on the site,
beating
the
Essex
organizers once again!!
8 grandchildren get “chummy” in an A7!!
Susan and I arrived just
as the EA7C flag was trying to be run up the flagpole, in front of the gazebo.
There were a total of 27 Austin Sevens in attendance through the day, which was
really gratifying – most of them coming from Essex and Suffolk. Cambridge A7
Club Secretary, Paul Lawrence, together with his wife Michelle and their
children were with us for the start of the day, but unfortunately, because of the
World Cup Football, Paul had to be on duty in the afternoon, so they all had to
leave at mid-day.
Jennifer & Henry Thorne’s A7 Pearl enjoys
Apart from the convivial company of fellow Austineers, there was a heck of a lot
the fresh air after ten years in the garage.
going on, with various types of light aircraft, from microlights, to Tiger Moths
and stunt planes, constantly landing and taking off. There were various old fashioned types of fairground rides and side stalls
doing a brisk business with the kids of all ages, a huge contingent of army vehicles, veteran commercial lorries and vans, old
tractors and stationary engines, together with lots of traction engines of all sizes (though I do wish that some of them used
smokeless fuel, as our cars were parked downwind of the arena, and we did get well and truly kippered when they were chuffing
their stuff!!!). There were also falconry display, knights in combat and a contingent of the Essex Rifle Brigade of the Sean
Bean’s Sharpe / Wellington Era. I rather admired a pair of home made mobile homes, one using the chopped off front of a Ford
Mondeo, and both been built by a father and son in their home’s drive. One of the traction engines was powering a circular saw,
which was cutting up tree trunks to order – a service that both George and Henry took advantage off, leaving the rally site at the
end of the day with long planks of wood sticking out of the back of their Austin Sevens!!!
NORFOLK NA7TER
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Four o’clock came round and it was time to draw the raffle and announce
the “judging” criteria. There were only four raffle prizes, but they were
really good ones – one of the scale models of Graham Baldock’s RN
Saloon, an Austin 7 print, a huge puzzle of a Duxford aircraft scene stuck
onto a sheet of plywood
and an NA7C mug. The
print and the puzzle were
donated by Jennifer and
Henry and the scale model
An Essex Rifleman wondering
was given by Graham
“Would my gun look big in this little car!”
himself. The winner of the
puzzle could not fit it in
their Austin 7 Opal, but it did get home in a fellow EA7C member’s A7 Pearl!!
The four criteria for this year’s “judging” were, A) The oldest Austin 7 engine. B)
The youngest Austin 7 chassis. C) The Austin 7 with the odometer reading closest
the number 750. D) The most recent owner of their Austin 7. Each criteria was
placed in a separate envelope and a passing child was asked to pick one of the Graham B passes the EAA7 Trophy over
envelopes – so you can appreciate that it is all very technically based!!! The
to Jim B and the NA7C until next year.
select criteria was B) The youngest Austin 7 chassis, which was Charles Levien’s
Paxton Special, so the winning club was OURS!!!! So we won the East Anglian
Austin Seven Trophy. YIPPEE! This means that we, the Norfolk Austin Seven Club have to organize the
event and select the four odd-ball criteria for next year – HELP!!!!! It will be at the Wings, Wheels and Steam event at
Rougham in June next year, so perhaps we will have to get our own flag sorted out by then – any ideas for a design??
The Rougham organizers approached Graham and myself at the end of the event and said how impressed they had been by the
display of Austin Sevens, and that next year they would like to present the best Austin Seven (as judged by us) with a prize and
have all of the Austin Sevens in the arena at some time during the day. This is just appreciation of the intitiative and hard work
put in by Graham Baldock and his Essex Austin Seven Club members, who have been the driving force behind this event, and I
for one would like to say “Thank you and well done!” – a sentiment I think, that those of you from Norfolk, on the day, would
join me in.

Jim B

—————— \NA7C/ ——————

Forthcoming Events for the NA7C and other Austin 7 biased clubs:Saturday / Sunday 1st & 2nd July. National Austin Seven Rally, Beaulieu. Organised by 750MC
Tuesday 18th July: NA7C Club Night – Noggin & Natter at the Parson Woodforde, Weston Longville. 7.30 pm onwards.
Hopefully the weather should be kind to us so we can get together on the patio at the back of the pub.
Tuesday 15th August: NA7C Club Night – Member’s Car Rides - as well as Noggin & Natter.
The idea of this evening is that we come along in our Austin 7 or other “old” car and take other members for a
ride or just have a close look at other Austin 7s to see “How did you do that?” So park round the back as
normal, and I’ll see you on the patio. I know that in the April NN, I suggested inviting “Joe Public” - potential A7
enthusiasts - along for rides, as a means of boosting our membership, but I have since realised that there could be
potential insurance/litigation problems, so the evening is strictly for existing NA7C members, their interested friends
and already serious interested potential NA7C members.
Sunday 20th August: The Waveney Wander. This is to be a gentle road run, for our cars, along country roads, from the old
Roman town of Caister St Edmunds, next to the Norwich by-pass, through the pretty countryside of the Waveney
Valley and ending at the home of the organizers, Anne and Hamish Alger, in Lowestoft, near Oulton Broad, for tea and
cakes. Please contact Anne & Hamish know that you are going to take part, so they can judge how many cream buns
are needed!! Telephone number 01502-574097. You should plan on being at Caister St Edmunds between 12.00 and
2.00 pm on the day.
Sunday 3rd September: Police Gala Day / BBC Radio Norfolk Old Car Rally, at the Royal Norfolk Showground. We have
booked our site and will be raising our NA7C gazebo, for any of you to park your Austin 7s around. At present we
have been allocated 15 passes (for car, driver and one passenger) and they will be distributed on a “first come first
serve” basis. So please let me know that you are joining us, sooner rather than later, so I can ask for more space if it is
needed, for more cars – the more Austin Sevens the better!! At the time of going to press I already have three places
allocated – so do not delay!! Plan on arriving any time in the morning after 9am. If anybody would like to help with
looking after the gazebo for periods during the day, please let me know – I would also like to have the chance to look
around the rally!
Tuesday 19th September: NA7C Club Night – Noggin & Natter at the Parson Woodforde
Tuesday 17th October: NA7C Club Night – Noggin & Natter at the Parson Woodforde

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
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Now for the second in the series where NA7C members tell us about My First Austin Seven
Early Memories of an Austin 7 – YC 3000
by Tony Rose
When I was at school, a friend of mine, Tim Parnell, was interested in cars. His dad, Reg Parnell was one of our best known
motor racing drivers, who at the time was driving for Alfa Romeo in the Grand Pris Alfetta 158’s. We used to listen to the races
on his wireless and this is where my interest in cars began.
In September 1952, I had the good fortune to go to the
Loughborough College to study Engineering. There I met several
young men who were car mad! My father promised me a motor
bike if I behaved myself! (Sounds like bribery to me! Ed.) The
winter of 52 – 53 was very cold and I did not fancy two wheels –
my brother had a BSA Bantam – enough said!! So we went looking
for an old car and we eventually found an Austin 7 that belonged to
Tony Rudd of BRM. I lived in the village of Folkingham,
Lincolnshire (halfway between Sleaford & Bourne) and the old
aerodrome there was where BRM had some of their workshops,
engine test-house and the old track. This Austin 7, registration YC
3000, was of 1928 vintage, with a mag engine and a homemade
aluminium saloon body. BRM had used it to carry parts from
Bourne to Folkingham. Upon entering Folkingham, from Bourne,
there are some very sharp bends and on one occasion they were
going too fast and a gearbox went out of the side of the car into the
bushes – I suspect that the brakes did not work even then!!

A young Tony proudly showing YC 3000 as it was
bought in 1953. (Note that it only had one
headlight!)

The car only cost Dad £20, so he was saving lots of money, which made him happy. This was 1953 and I had my first car – an
Austin Seven!!!
Anyway, the car had four new tyres and battery and ran – in a fashion. It would not go more than 30 MPH before the interior
filled up with smoke!! So it was out with the engine – I dread to think how many Austin 7 engines I have taken out of various
cars since then!! The first thing to do was to remove the cylinder head. What a surprise, one piston had no crown!!!!! So off to
the local Austin agent in Grantham and he supplied a new piston from stock – you could do that in 1953!!
My word – performance at last. At the end of the summer term 1953, I had to collect my brother from school, with two friends
and all their luggage – yes, four up in an Austin 7!!!!! We had one and a quarter hours to do 24 miles, in order to get the two
friends to Grantham railway station. Several push-bikes overtook us on the hills, but we did manage to get there ………. just in
time!
With this experience behind me, I set too that summer holiday (1953) to turn the car into a Special. A very large hammer,
together with a large cold chisel and lots of bashed fingers, removed the body from the front scuttle backwards. I sent the front
axle to Bowden Engineering at Ottery St Mary, to have it lowered as the Nippy’s & Ulsters had. They also supplied Bowdenex
cables for the front brakes. The engine was stripped down but all seemed to be OK. All the instruments and magneto were
working well and the radiator was OK. So I set too to build the Special.
A mild steel frame was built using 1” x 1” x ¼” angle iron. To this was screwed 1” thick hardwood so that the required shape
could be produced. 20g aluminium sheet was used to make the body panels, which were fixed to the frames by small
countersunk screws. I can’t remember where the side lights came from, but the headlights were Lucas 5” spot and fog lights. To
start with we only had a Perspex windscreen, but eventually made a windscreen with Triplex, and also a hood but no sidescreens.
The mudguards were home made motor cycle types and the exhaust was a single pipe with a motor bike silencer, cut in half on
the end – you could get away with that then – Oh Halcyon Days!!! I cannot remember what the seats were, but there was a
tonneau cover. I got quite good at ruining mother’s sewing machine!! (I wonder if Anne lets you near her sewing machine
Tony!!! Ed.)
The car was completed and in use from September 1953. It took me back and forth to Loughborough for the next twelve months
and never let me down. Top speed was about 50 MPH, but the road holding was pretty good for the time and I could put up
quite a good average speed. The brakes were adequate – luckily there was not much traffic about, so that saved the day on many
occasions!! Early in 1954, I met a young man from Spilsby, who wanted to buy my Special. I told him that he could have it
when I had finished building my Special Mk 2, and he decided that he could wait. He had terrible asthma, so I wondered what
he was doing contemplating buying an open car.
In that summer of 1954, my brother Robert and I set off on a trip around the South of England. We got as far West as Falmouth
where we stayed in a small hotel. (The family who owned and ran this hotel, bought a larger place many years later, in the same
locality, where Anne and I now go for brief holidays – what a coincidence!) Brother Robert and I then headed East along the
South Coast, meeting lots of interesting people on the way, who invited us to stay – I have unfortunately never met them since –
and so we continued on to Dover. At one point, we had a “race” with another young chap in a J2 and when we got to his house I
found that the Austin’s sump was very loose and not much oil inside it!!! Otherwise we had no problems at all with the car.
When we arrived home at Folkingham, we had travelled 1400 miles over the three week trip. In those days you could buy six
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The Rose Special Mk1, with Tony standing on the driver’s side and his brother John in the passenger seat,
shortly before they set off for the South of England in the summer of 1954,
gallons of petrol for £1 – my car had a standard scuttle tank, holding four gallons, and as the car was light, I did not have to fill it
up too often.

At the end of 1954, the Rose Special Mk1 went to Spilsby, for £65 and Rose Special Mk2 took over – but that is another story.
Thank you for that article Tony and we look forward to reading about another member’s first Austin 7 in the next Norfolk Natter.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
For the following item we are indebted to Malcolm Watts and the Cornish Austin Seven Club. I trust that some of us will
find it of use.

Servicing and Repairing Dynamos
The Austin Seven Dynamo has a reputation of being the cars Achilles’ Heel ( along with a lack of performance, inadequate
brakes, poor lighting etc. etc. ) but this may not actually be true.
A dynamo works by the principle that if you move a coil of
wire within a magnetic field, an electrical current will flow in
the wire. If you put a magnetically sensitive device (a
navigational compass ) next to a dynamo that is not revolving it
is likely that you will not detect any magnetic field. This is
because most of the magnet within the dynamo is produced by
electricity in the coils around the outside. These are called the
field coils. There should be a very small amount of residual
magnetism in the metal plates which the coils are wrapped
around.
Right! So these produce the magnetic field, so where is the wire that is moved within
the magnetic field. This is the armature which is a long shaft, in the middle of which
is a fat sausage, with wires
laid at an angle from one
end of the sausage, around
the other end and back to
the first end. Each of these
wires is a loop. In dynamo
terms the more loops the more output from the dynamo. At the end of the sausage,
where the wires start and finish are a series of copper strips, to which the wires are
connected. This is the commutator. The carbon brushes rub on selected segments of
the commutator so that specific loops of wire are joined to the outside world, via the
brushes and the electricity produced in the coil (which is revolving within the
magnetic field ) is collected. The position of the brushes and the commutator
segments are so arranged that the loop is only connected once per revolution. This
makes sure the output from the dynamo is always of the same polarity, that is DC or
NORFOLK NA7TER
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direct current. An alternator, although having some similarity to a dynamo, produced AC or alternating current.
Our Austin Sevens have a third brush, which is actually connected to the field coil so that a proportion of the electricity
generated by the dynamo is fed into the field coil, creating a magnetic field, which produces electricity when the armature is
revolved. At the moment the dynamo starts to turn the residual magnetism starts the generation which is then fed into the field
coils until full generation is reached.
Back to making your dynamo work.
So it doesn’t produce a charge !. There are usually only three basic reasons for failure:A broken component. Dirty or badly adjusted connections. Incorrect connection to the cars wiring.
Well that makes it easier to handle, doesn’t it?
Lets have a look inside.
Firstly take your dynamo apart. You will need to remove the distributor drive gear on the end
of the armature shaft before you can remove the back-plate. The cover (which incidentally is
the same size as the large core plugs on an A7 engine block) is held in with a wire cir-clip
which is easily removed with a pair of pliers.
Once the back-plate of the dynamo is removed you will be able to see the commutator and the
brushes, disconnect the two wires that go to two of the brushes. You can now slide off the
body of the dynamo from the armature. You will now have the armature exposed.
Lets check for broken wires. To do this you need either an electrical test meter (very useful
things even for those with little electrical knowledge), set to read electrical resistance, a battery
and bulb wired with two probes making up the circuit or a proprietary continuity tester which
usually either buzzes or glows when there is continuity in a circuit.
To check for broken wires there must be continuity between each adjacent segment all around the commutator.
If all OK, now check between the shaft of the armature and any place on the commutator. There should be no continuity.
If the armature has passed these tests then the last thing to do is to clean the
commutator with a little meths. or thinners or similar. Each to their own.
If it is heavily stained but not rough, then a little fine glass paper will help polish
the surface.
If the surface is rough then the commutator will need to be skimmed in a lathe, so
find a friend or garage to do this if you don’t have the facilities. If your
commutator is skimmed in a lathe you will need to cut back the insulation between
the segments ( as in picture on left ). The best tool for this is an old hacksaw blade
with the sides of the teeth ground off. Work around the commutator making sure
that no copper swarf bridges any of the insulating gaps.
If all is now well with the armature this can now be put to one side.
There are similar tests for the field coils. If you look at the two wires entering the
body of the body of the dynamo from the terminals on top, you will find that one wire goes to the field windings, the other wire
is one of the wires you disconnected from the brushes. Be careful how you determine this, as often the two wires both disappear
into the covering on the field windings, this is to hold them both firmly. Only one actually goes to the field coils.
If you now test between the other wire, which went to the brushes and the terminal on the dynamo body, which is connected to
the field windings, you should find continuity, - if you do the field windings should be OK.
Now check between either of these two afore mentioned connections and the body of the dynamo, there should be no continuity.
As with the armature if there is continuity in this second test then you have an insulation breakdown and any electricity
generated will be earthed out.
Assuming the field coils and armature have passed their tests you can now turn your
attention to the brushes. There are two types of brushes, the early type, which are
bolted to a sprung swinging arm, type 35A and the later type where the brush slides
in a rectangular tube with a coil spring pressing the brush into the dynamo, type
35M. These are also instantly recognizable, in that they have a short wire attached to
the brush whereas the type 35A have a slot in them for the fixing screw.
Both types of brush should be free to move and should be of sufficient length that
they are pressed onto the commutator. If they are worn or damaged then replace
them. Check that two of them are insulated from the metal back-plate, one of the
brushes is actually connected to the back-plate by a short wire, - this is the earth
connection. One of the insulated brushes is not directly fixed to the back-plate but
can be slid around a short arc. This is the ‘Third Brush’ and the brush is the thinner
of the three brushes. When you assemble the dynamo this one is connected to the
wire from the field coil.
NORFOLK NA7TER
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When you check for insulation on these brush assemblies make sure that the insulation at the arm pivot (Lucas 35A) is O.K. and
check that the end of the spring which rests against the peg is also insulated by the insulating collar.
If all is now well with the brushes, connect up the two wires to the brushes, - the one
which goes directly to the terminal block on the outside of the dynamo must be
connected to the fixed insulated brush. The wire from the field goes to the moveable
brush. Now replace the back-plate onto the dynamo easing the brushes out over the
commutator as you slide the plate on. It is a lot easier to say than do but perseverance
will win in the end.
To test that your assembled dynamo works, connect a short wire between the two
terminals on the outside then connect the body of the dynamo to –ve and a lead from
the +ve terminal of the battery to the terminals. The dynamo should spin like an
electric motor. If you can spin the dynamo at 1000 or more R.P.M. you can actually
measure volts out by connecting a voltmeter to the co-joined terminals and the body of
the dynamo.
When you connect up the dynamo to the car wiring make sure that the Dynamo output connection goes to the ‘D’ terminal on the
control box.
Copyright © 2006 Cornwall Austin Seven Club & Malcolm Watts

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
NEW MEMBERS:
Since the April 2006 Norfolk Natter, we have six new members. So we are now up to membership number 062. The total
number of Members and Joint Members now totals at 116, with 86 Austin Sevens. We are pleased to welcome the following
new members:Mem. No. 057, Geoffrey Hunter, who lives in London, but his 1936 Austin 7 Ruby de luxe normally resides at his parents
home Thorpe Market, near Cromer. However, currently the car is on the South Coast ready for the Beaulieu Bash, with his
mobile Sat-Nav guiding him in!! (a true case of Ancient & Modern!)
Mem. No. 058, Peter & Jane Attwood, of West Runton, Nr. Cromer. They have a 1927 Austin 7 AD Tourer / Chummy.
Mem. No. 059, Colin Aldridge & Maureen Bewers, recently moved into their home in Barton Turf, Nr. Wroxham, and their
1934 Austin 7 RP Saloon is joining them just about now, when it’s engine will be sorted.
Mem. No. 060, John “Chalkie” White, who lives in Norwich, joined our merry throng after he had won two of our trophies at
the NA7C Rally in May with his 1937 Austin 7 Opal – a car that he had found in South Walsham.
Mem. No. 061,Graham & Louise Peck, of Ellingham, Nr. Bungay, have a nifty 1931 Austin 7 Special and a 1938 Austin 7
Opal. I had not seen Graham for some time, when by chance I met him again at a classic car auction on the Royal Norfolk
Showground – hopefully his business will allow him to join us for a noggin & natter before too long.
Mem. No. 062,John & Auriel Mims. John has recently bought the bare bones of an 50/60’s Austin 7 Trials Car, which he will
transform into a road going Austin Seven Special and emulate his father who had built an Austin 7 Special in the past. We look
forward to seeing you both in the Mims A7 Special in the not too distant future.
On the subject of membership, I have had a number of requests for NA7C Membership Application Forms from a number of
our members so that they can pass them on to interested friends or other Austin 7 owners as they meet them (I was going to say
“bump into them”, but maybe that is tempting fate with our brakes!!!). So I have included a copy of the form, together with an
Introductory Letter about the NA7C for you to use, if you would please. If you want more copies please let me know and I can
send them to you by mail or e-mail, or just photocopy them. I am sure that there are more Austin 7 owners out there who may be
interested in joining us, so please pass the forms around. Thank you.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
THE MISSING –THE FOR SALE – THE WANTED SECTION!
THE MISSING
Chris Chubb, who looks after the Austin Seven Boat Tail 2 Seater Register, is still trying to trace one of his “flock” that
has gone missing in our part of the country. He is interested to trace the current whereabouts of the A7 Boat Tail car, built on
chassis number 109080, which was originally registered in May 1930, with registration JG 946. When Chris last knew of it in
the 1980’s, it belonged to a Malcolm Fryer of Hockham Street, Kings Lynn. If anyone has any information as to the car’s
current location, please let me know and I will pass the details on to Chris.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
THE ON HOLDS!
Kevin Shortis has put the sale of his collection of cars on hold for the present whilst he sorts out a few bits and
pieces. So don’t dispare if you did not take advantage of his offers as yet, they will be back!

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
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THE FOR SALES
A UNIQUE OPPURTUNITY has arisen for an enthusiast to acquire this well known red Cambridge
Special. It has a hood and an MOT, but regretfully has no power steering, ABS, or bidet. Full details
from Mr John Kirby of Dereham on 01362-692578. (For those of us who are not in the motor
trade, John tells me that the term “bidet” apparently refers to “rear washer and wiper”!! Ed.)

Austin 7 Sport Special. Based on 1935 Ruby. Build completed in 2001. Boxed chassis, lowered
suspension, Vince Leek modified and built engine, Nippy gears. Green fabric body, aero-screens,
black Ruby type bonnet with inclined radiator grill, 10 gallon slab petrol tank, and tonneau cover.
Great wind-in-the-teeth-fun!! Excellent build and service file. £4750. Garry Kendall, Thorpe St
Andrews, Norwich. 01603-491107
Hamish Alger is open to serious offers from anybody wanting to buy his 1929 AUSTIN 7 ULSTER. This car is a genuine
Ulster – not a replica – and it has recently been painstakingly restored by Hamish to a very high standard. It is the car that won
the “Best in Sports Class” at last year’s Beaulieu Austin Seven Rally and it proved itself on the steep hills in this year’s
Yorkshire Experience. Contact Hamish on 01502-574097
For Sale :- Window Winder Mechanism Door Pressings to lift trim material clear of the mechanical bits. Suitable for Austin
Seven Box Saloon. £8.00 the pair. Martin Roper, 01603-880695

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
Ex-Austin Seven owner Mr Paul Vickers still has some Austin 7 books and parts FOR SALE as follows.
Books
1. Austin 7 body parts list No 1521 (reprint) £3.00
2. Spare parts list 1218 (reprint) £3.00
3. Spare parts list 1404c (reprint) £3.00
4. Handbook 1182a (reprint) £3.00
5. Handbook 1406c (reprint) £3.00
6. RJ WYATT book of the Austin 7 £15.00
7. Austin 7 source book £25.00
8. Profile pamphlet of the Austin 7 £5.00
Parts
1. 3 bearing crank @£35.00
2. 6 volt horn £8.00
3. 'preserve the dependability' badge for under bonnet £3.00
Contact Details:Phone:- 01328 829 606 E-mail:- VVBurrowhill@aol.com .
Postal address:-1 The Street, Lt Ryburgh, Fakenham, Norfolk NR21 0LS.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
THE WANTEDS
New Member Colin Aldridge is looking for an Austin 7 engine block for his 1934 RP Saloon. Tel. 01692-536660

—————— \NA7C/ ——————

FBHVC NEWSLETTER No 3 2006

(Edited for NA7C)

UK LEGISLATION David Hurley
DVLA Fee Consultation
In August 2004, DVLA consulted on proposals to charge an administration fee for all Vehicle Excise Duty transactions. This
stemmed from government funding arrangements for its agencies, which require DVLA to fund most of its activities from
charges to its ‘customers’. FBHVC’s response to the consultation strongly objected to the proposal and pointed out that
government agencies were DVLA’s biggest customers so DVLA should be funded from general taxation. The consultation
triggered a campaign against the proposals that culminated in the presentation of a petition to 10 Downing Street.
At the end of April 2006, DVLA published a summary of the responses to that consultation plus new proposals for future
funding arrangements. This document can be found at http://www.dvla.gov.uk/public/Consultation.pdf and this new consultation
period ends on 21 July. Although annual fees of around £3 (in addition to existing taxation) are again being considered, DVLA
has made it clear that it will not charge for SORN. This removes the very worst element of the original proposal. The new
consultation seeks views on whether or not any administration fee should be collected alongside VED transactions, or with the
MoT fee. It also proposes a possible exemption from such fees (if they are collected with VED) for those with nil-rate licences.
FBHVC would welcome written views from readers by 1 July: e-mail to admin@fbhvc.co.uk is preferred as this simplifies the
process of sharing comments with colleagues.
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Seat belts - requirements for children
In mid April, the Department for Transport published a note on new child car seat regulations that are due to come into force in
September 2006. The new regulations had not been published at the time of writing, but the note says they will conform to the
table below.
The main changes are that children under three years must use the child restraint (ie child seat or booster) appropriate for their
weight in any vehicle (including vans and other goods vehicles) and in vehicles where seat belts are fitted, children three years
and over up to 135 cm in height (approx 4ft 5ins) must use an appropriate child restraint for their size rather than the adult belt.
Child under 3 years of age
Child aged 3 to 11 and under 1.35
metres (approx 4ft 5ins) in height

Front seat
Correct child restraint must be
used.
Correct child restraint must be
used.

Child 12 or 13, or over 1.35 metres Seat belt must be worn if fitted.
(approx 4ft 5ins in height)

Rear seat
Correct child restraint must be used.
If one is not available in a taxi, child may travel unrestrained.
Correct child restraint must be used where seat belts fitted.
Must use adult belt if:
- in a taxi, the correct child restraint not available;
- on a short and occasional trip, the correct child restraint not available;
- two occupied child restraints prevent fitment of a third
Adult seat belt must be worn if fitted.

(The FBHVC Secretary supplied the following clarification:- Children under 3 may not legally be carried in any vehicle unless
restrained in a suitable child harness. If there are no belts in the car, they may not travel. Ed.JB )
Motor event regulations
Motor events are currently regulated by two separate sets of regulations – the Motor Vehicles (Competitions and Trials)
Regulations of 1969 as subsequently amended and the Motor Vehicles (Off Road Events) Regulations of 1995. The former apply
only to England and Wales, although there are similar regulations applying to Scotland, the latter apply throughout Great Britain.
The Department for Transport is consulting on proposals to combine these two separate regulations into one. There are no
proposals to change the underlying requirements, but greater flexibility in some areas is suggested. At the time of writing, we
had spotted nothing in the proposal that could be considered objectionable. The consultation paper can be found at
http://www.dft.gov.uk/ - follow links to consultations. The consultation period ends on 20 June, and FBHVC will be delaying its
response until the last moment to allow for input from clubs.
Highway Code
FBHVC submitted a detailed response to the proposals to amend the Highway Code urging the Driver Standards Agency to
emphasise the responsibilities incumbent on drivers of vehicles that do not meet modern standards of performance and to do
more to alert other road users to the difficulties that such drivers might face.
The Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act
This wide ranging piece of legislation that affects England and to a lesser extent Wales (but not Scotland or Northern Ireland)
received Royal Assent on 30 March. Amongst the many topics covered, part 6 of the Act deals with Rights of Way, apparently in
an attempt to put some sort of order into the chaos of legislation and regulation dating back over half a century. This chaos has
come about because of failures of most local authorities to comply with duties that have been placed on them by successive Acts
to create definitive maps.
Through the All Party Parliamentary Historic Vehicle Group, FBHVC supported efforts by the Land Access and Recreation
Association (LARA) and the Trail Riders Fellowship (TRF) to put some balance into this section of the bill, but it was a losing
battle, and the result is very ‘anti-vehicle’. A crude summary of the measures is that, subject to a very few exceptions, if a road
or track was not recorded as a ‘Byway Open to All Traffic’ before the new Act commenced, then there would be an assumption
that that road or track was not (and thus could never be) a right of way for mechanically propelled vehicles. This means that it is
now assumed to be illegal to use a motor vehicle on a ‘Road Used as a Public Path’ (RUPP). Anyone doing so would have no
defence unless entitlement could be shown under one of the few exceptions.
Lack of space prevents us publishing a letter from Stewart Bosworth, a serving police officer and trail riding enthusiast, who is
assembling a database showing mechanical vehicle activity on such lanes to help prove entitlement. His letter (which can be seen
in full on the FBHVC website) concludes with this plea for ‘user evidence’ –
Many will have personal knowledge of the use of RUPPs or HUPPs (Highways Used as Public Paths). You will also have
knowledge of farmers, friends, neighbours or residents who have driven/ridden vehicles on unsurfaced roads in the counties in
which you live. I DESPERATELY need this information. I intend to start a ledger/database showing user evidence relating to
unsurfaced roads and RUPPS/HUPPS. I am particularly interested in user evidence in the counties of Warwickshire,
Leicestershire, Gloucestershire, Worcestershire, Shropshire, Northamptonshire and Oxfordshire.
User evidence would simply consist of you providing your name and contact details along with the lane/road used (name or map
reference/description is fine), the period of time you have used it (between dates, even if it is years or decades is fine) and the
vehicle you used or saw use it. This information would be retained on the ledger and used to support members who require user
evidence to continue to enjoy riding some of the varied trails in this country. I am interested in any historical usage regardless of
how recent and also ANY information on usage prior to December 1930 is of IMMENSE SIGNIFICANCE. This is because if a
RUPP/HUPP was used by a mechanically propelled vehicle prior to this date a specific defence appears in the legislation.
Photographic evidence would of course be superb!
Stewart can be contacted at n.bosworth@ntlworld.com. Clubs with an interest in off road activity might like to consider
reproducing Stewart’s letter in full in their own publications.
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---------

Ongoing matters
FBHVC is:• Discussing with the Department for Transport ways in which heritage bus/coach services might be exempt from some of
the disability access requirements that apply to their modern counterparts.
• Working on reaching a satisfactory arrangement with HM Revenue and Customs in respect of the use of Tractor
Vaporising Oil.
• Awaiting a consultation on implementing the exceptional provisions contained within EU Directive 2004/42/CE (on
Volatile Organic Compounds) to allow the continued sale of small quantities of non compliant products.
---------

EU LEGISLATION (Extracted from FIVA’s regular update provided by its lobbying service, EPPA)
Driving licence Directive compromise text agreed by Member States
On 27 March, the Member States Transport Ministers agreed the compromise text proposed by the Luxembourg Presidency in
2005 and which was informally agreed by the European Parliament last summer. The text proposes that:
•
a single new driving licence model in credit card format with reinforced security features will be introduced;
•
after the entry into force of the directive, Member States will have 26 years at their disposal to replace the existing driving
licences;
•
Member States will be able to introduce a microchip on the new model – EU data protection rules will have to be respected
in all cases;
•
the validity of driving licenses will be limited – a 10 year validity period is proposed which Member States may raise to 15
years. Member States are free to organise medical examinations at the time of administrative renewal.
•
Concerning trailers, the text will allow a B (car) licence holder to drive a vehicle with a maximum authorised mass not
exceeding 3500 kilograms and designed and constructed for no more than eight passengers in addition to the driver and
combined with a trailer having a maximum authorised mass which does not exceed 750 kilograms. Trailers above 750kg may be
towed on a B licence provided the combination of towing vehicle and trailer does not exceed 3500 kg and type-approval limits
are respected (i.e. the loads do not exceed those recommended by the manufacturers of vehicle and/or trailer). If the combination
exceeds 3,500 kg, but is less than 4250 kg, a B licence holder will have to undergo training and Member States may require a
test be taken.
The text is still not satisfactory for the motorcycle community, specifically as it requires training or testing between the
restricted A2 and unrestricted A grades of motorcycle licence. The Motorcycle Community is currently reviewing its options.
The European Parliament will now have to approve, or not, this agreement. However, it is understood that the intention is to
support it in order to avoid further protracted discussions on the text. If that happens, the Directive will enter into force by the
end of 2006 and therefore be applicable at the latest at the end of 2012.
•

EU must end use of oil for transport
The European Parliament Environment Committee has adopted a Report that says that the EU must aim to have stopped using
oil for transport within a generation – saying ‘The EU’s energy strategy should concentrate initially on the total substitution of
fossil fuel use in the transport sector by 2030’. The comment was made in a non-legislative resolution on the European
Commission’s energy efficiency green paper and is one measure the EP Committee is proposing to help ensure the EU becomes
the world’s most energy efficient economic bloc by 2020. The EP Energy Committee will now consider the Environment
Committee’s Report.
Continued desire for stricter emission limits
During a meeting of the Environment Ministers in March, the majority of Ministers made clear that they want the recent Euro 5
proposals on car emissions to be strengthened with an extra stage of long-term emission cuts and Transport Ministers debated
plans for a review of the European sustainable development strategy where the Netherlands and Germany called for swift
implementation of stricter vehicle emission standards to help member states comply with EU air quality rules. Additionally, the
Member States seem to be increasingly of the view that post-Euro 5 nitrogen oxide (NOx) emission targets for diesel cars should
be set now.
Environment Ministers have also given cautious support to the EU’s Cafe air quality plan saying that the emission targets
proposed by the European commission for 2020 are ‘an appropriate basis for further considerations’. Ministers called on the
commission to come forward with further measures to reduce emissions, including the introduction of ‘Euro 6’ norms for heavy
goods vehicles. However, Ministers also said that Member States need more flexibility to meet current EU air quality standards
because there are difficulties in complying with EU law and this should be taken into account by the Commission when revising
the national ceilings directive.
---------

INSURANCE AT EVENTS
Those who attended the 2005 AGM will recall that the question of insurance for vehicles being used in public areas at events
(such as in the paddock at a race meeting) arose again. This has been a regular topic of discussion at the AGM (and elsewhere)
since the Motor Vehicles (Compulsory Insurance) Regulations came into force in 2000 requiring all vehicles in use in places to
which the public has access to be insured to RTA standards.
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Following a meeting with a representative at the Motor Sports Association (MSA) in March, FBHVC received the statement
below and is pleased to publish it with the agreement of MSA.
MSA INSURANCE
Clubs affiliated to the MSA are covered by a comprehensive insurance policy which is in operation for all events for
which an Organising Permit has been issued (note that the term ‘organising permit’ also includes Certificates of
Exemption). What is commonly known as the ‘Master Policy’ gives cover to the MSA, the organising club, the
landowner, participants and officials against third party claims. The effectiveness of these arrangements has been
proven over a great many years. In addition to this there is a personal accident policy for both officials and competitors,
noting that the cover for competitors is dependent upon their holding a competition licence and it being a requirement of
the event in question for participants to be holders of such a licence. Benefits are payable for loss of limb, sight or life
and for officials there is also a loss of earnings provision. Full details are printed in the MSA Competitors’ Yearbook.
FBHVC has raised with the MSA the question of insurance of vehicles in what is defined as being a public place,
mindful that 2 or 3 years ago the Government introduced some wide ranging legislation. In order to deal with this
situation the MSA confirmed that they had negotiated with their insurers in liaison with the relevant Governmental
officials to enhance the arrangements so that the requirements of this legislation are met.
The importance of organisers obtaining the necessary MSA Permit is clear for if there is no permit in force there is no
[MSA] insurance in place. Equally the activity must be organised in accordance with MSA Regulations.
---------

AGM, COMMITTEE ELECTIONS and CONFERENCE
These will be on Saturday, 14 October at the Hunt House, Paulerspury by courtesy of the Rolls Royce Enthusiasts Club and the
Sir Henry Royce Memorial Foundation.
Conference
Following previous years’ successes, the AGM will take place in the morning, followed by a presentation and conference session
in the afternoon. The presentation this year will focus on the results of the economic and cultural survey of the historic vehicle
movement in Europe and the conference session will consider the implications for the future of historic motoring in this country.
---------

DVLA Sandy Hamilton
Our recent meeting at Swansea had a full agenda and we extended our contacts with other specialised areas within DVLA. At
that date there were no new consultations and no updates on recent ones. However, shortly afterwards, a revised ‘Consultation
on Fee Proposals’ was released and our initial comments have been given under the UK Legislation section. The document will
require further study but it appears that the representations that were made in late 2004 have been understood. As always, the
devil will be in the detail and careful examination will be needed to see whether that understanding has been translated into
acceptable proposals.
No decisions have been reached on amendments, if any, that may follow the Independent Review of Medical Conditions for
Driving Licences which has yet to be concluded. This is a periodic review and has no hidden targets but may reflect
requirements that emanate from the EU and proposed Directives. These will be reported upon separately when available and
where relevant.
In earlier issues we had reported instances where certain vehicle categories (eg tractors) were experiencing difficulties when
seeking new licences. The error in coding that produced this problem may take some time to be corrected due to higher priorities
in programming; we have already outlined the methods to overcome this.
The exchange of old V5 documents for the new V5C registration certificate will continue indefinitely; there would be plenty of
notice if this were to be changed. We have just heard that one of the bus and coach magazines has published a letter from a
reader who had been advised by DVLA to exchange a V5 for a pre-SORN bus (ie one not in use at January 1998 and thus not
involved in the automatic exchange for licensed vehicles) before the end of May 2006. The writer commented ‘I strongly suggest
that all owners do so before the end of May’: DVLA has subsequently had an increased volume of submissions from such
owners. This advice has been based upon a misunderstanding and the position regarding exchange of V5 documents is as I have
stated in the first sentence of this paragraph. There is no time limit imposed for exchange of V5 registration documents so please
do not panic.
A substantial part of the recent meeting was spent on individual vehicle cases that had been brought to our attention by members
and, in some instances, by DVLA who sought our advice. This is an important part of the relationship and we have always
experienced a helpful and constructive approach on the part of DVLA that ensures a positive result in the majority of cases.
The issue of age-related marks remains at a considerable volume due principally to the continuing practice of transferring
ageless marks from pre-1963 vehicles. One wonders how long this can continue as the supply of these vehicles is not infinite. A
consequence is that the current series of replacement marks (xxxUXA - xxxUXY) is almost exhausted and a new series
commencing xxxXUA - xxxXUY has been set aside for issue. These marks are allocated also to newly imported pre-1963
vehicles so do not assume that your prospective purchase has been ‘asset stripped’. The series BSxxxx is allocated to pre-1930
vehicles and will also become exhausted in the near future; we will advise the replacement series in due course.
VOSA
There have been some well-reported computer system problems with the MoT testing process in the last month and reports that
some Post Offices have refused to issue replacement VED discs without a computerised MoT certificate. Refusal in these
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circumstances is wrong. When the system is ‘down’ MoT examiners must obtain a special authorisation code to enable them to
issue the relevant certificates by hand, and in the case of a pass this is a VT20 ET. This certificate is valid for all relevant
purposes including purchase of a VED disc and to indicate the validity of MoT status in the event of a roadside check. The
testing station enters the details into the system once it is operational and then the ‘proper’ certificate may be printed out. A
potential problem is that this certificate may only be obtained from the testing station that issued the VT20 ET, an inconvenience
if the test was conducted while away from your normal area.
---------

FBHVC HOUSEKEEPING
Website
www.fbhvc.co.uk has been receiving around 80,000 hits a month since the site was re-vamped by Steve Day. Development is, of
course, a continuous process and the next stage will be to improve the club listing to make it easier for members of the public to
find links to clubs whilst also introducing a listing for trade supporters. Input from subscriber organisations such as notes about
forthcoming events, or interesting photographs, are always welcome: please send direct to Steve at web.admin@fbhvc.co.uk.
Steve, who has done a marvellous job for FBHVC within the limited resources available, is able to help clubs with design and
development of their sites on a commercial basis if they lack volunteer webmasters - contact Steve direct at the web.admin
address for more information.
---------

DRIVE IT DAY
This was the brain-child of Tony Beadle, FBHVC committee member and an enthusiast of both American and Triumph cars.
Although called ‘Drive It Day’, motorcyclists were definitely included in the fun, and over the country a very large proportion of
classic, veteran and vintage vehicles took to the roads for the sheer pleasure of it. The editor headed to Brooklands in a TR8,
along with a number of other earlier TRs from the Chiltern area, for ‘STAB’ - Standard Triumph at Brooklands. What a triumph
it was too, with all possible models of cars, some bikes, and even a little grey Fergie (also from the Chiltern area). The organisers
must be congratulated, for despite the grey drizzle, they still put on a wonderful event, although sadly the Brooklands test hill
could not be used in the wet conditions. To see more pictures of Drive It Day go to www.fbhvc.co.uk. Doubtless Triumph World
magazine will also be publishing a full report of STAB as well.
Should we ‘Drive It/Ride It/Use It again? What is the best name? What is the best day? Let us have your views.
---------

CLUB NEWS David Davies
The Morgan Three-Wheeler Club magazine marks the passing of Clarrie Coombes at the age of 91. The club is most fortunate
in that Clarrie committed his accumulated knowledge and experience to paper for the benefit of future generations of Morgan
sufferers.
Something has stirred up the experts in the Morgan Three-Wheeler Club as there is a whole series of articles and letters on the
elusive charms of Joe Lucas’ ‘Third Brush’ systems and other eccentricities. I’m sure that arrangements could be made to make
this information more widely available.
The Austin 10 Drivers Club magazine gives us a detailed description of Herbert Austin’s office - relocated and recreated in the
conference centre at the Longbridge Works – what will be (or has been) its fate?
This is the 25th anniversary of the foundation of the National Autoycle and Cyclemotor Club - congratulations to all
concerned. Remember the importance of these contraptions as entry-level steeds to the noble art of motorcycling. (This is
included for our long distance cyclist and autocycle owner & NA7C member Keith Ashby, to relish!!! Ed JB)
Camper vans are a familiar feature of our roads and we should not forget the pioneering work that gave us the Dormobile.
Member of the Dormobile Owner’s Club cherish these pioneers and strive to rescue and maintain these vehicles on the road.
Their magazine recounts the Herculean labours involved in their restoration.
Great news about the Rootes archives: the Trustees of the Rootes Archive Centre Trust have finalised a legal agreement with
Peugeot Motor Company (the current owners of legal title to the Rootes Engineering drawings etc) which gives absolute
freedom to authorise clubs and others, including commercial parts suppliers, to use copies of the drawings or microfiche and the
information they contain about original specifications, production tolerances etc, in the remanufacture of parts no longer
available. This is a great step forward in keeping all Rootes Group vehicles on the road for the foreseeable future.
Finally, to see the first on demand classic car TV channel, take a look at Jaguar Enthusiast TV, this is available free for a
limited time, simply log in as username: jagchannel@yahoo.co.uk, the password is splashtv.
---------

WINDFALL
The International Historic Vehicle Organisation and FIVA announced in 2004 that the two organisations would be merging. That
process has taken place with the countries that supported IHVO subscribing to FIVA and IHVO officials working on FIVA
commissions. The final stage happened recently when IHVO distributed its remaining funds back to the clubs and associations
exactly in proportion to the amounts they had paid originally. This has resulted in an unexpected repayment of just under £2,000
for FBHVC funds.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
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NA7C Mugs & Mags
It was decided to mark our very first Norfolk Austin Seven Club Rally by having some limited edition mugs made, featuring the
oldest Austin Seven in the club, which is David and Jasmine Jones’ 1925 Chummy. Whilst I was getting the mugs sorted out,
the potters showed me that they also did fridge magnets, so I thought they would look rather good with the picture of the
Chummy and our club’s logo.
The mugs come in a clear presentation box, with and insert on which is the story of David and Jasmine’s ownership of the
Chummy since 19559 and are priced at £4.99 each. The fridge magnets are now priced at £1.49 each.

NORFOLK AUSTIN SEVEN CLUB MUGS
£4.99 each (+P&P)

NORFOLK AUSTIN SEVEN CLUB MAGS
£1.49 each(+P&P)

If you would like to buy any of these items I will be bringing them along to the club meetings and to the Police Gala Day, but to
avoid disappointment, please contact me to reserve your mugs and fridge magnets.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
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ASSOCIATION OF NORFOLK CAR CLUBS - EVENTS LIST
July through to October 2006
2-Jul

Sunday

Seething Charity Wings and Wheels Contact Simon Finlay on 01603 764834 or go to
http://www.seething-airfield.co.uk

4-Jul

Tuesday

ANCC "Cars in the Car Park" - Weston Park 6.30pm onwards

8-Jul

Saturday

The Great Ellingham Teddy Bear Week - Contact Georgie Wing on 01953 453545
Pre-Rally B-B-Q at The Alby Horseshoes Inn - ring Richard and Margaret Rushmer on
01263 761378 for booking details

9-Jul

Sunday

The Charles Clark Classic Car Rally - Start at Aldborough, finish at Mannington Hall Entry Fee £15 per car includes £2.50 entry to the Hall - Contact Richard and Margaret
Rushmer on 01263 761378 or e-mail albyhorseshoes@waitrose.com
Mid-Norfolk Railway Themed Event - 1970's weekend - Contact Eileen Oliver on
eileen@olivere.fsnet.co.uk or 01603 613352
Hindolveston Classic Car Show - Arrive between 12.00 and 13.00 for free entry - Theme
of the Day is "I fancy that hat" competition with prizes - Contact Geoff on 01263 860676
or e-mail geoffandann@hindol.plus.com
Riley National Event at Banham Zoo - Rileys only
Harleston Town Fete - no admission fee and no plaque - contact Geoff Barnes on 01379
854380

15/16 Jul
16-Jul

22/23 Jul
23-Jul

Saturday/Sunday
Sunday

Saturday/Sunday
Sunday

23-Jul

Hoveton Classic Car and Motorcycle Show - contact Trish Diamond on 01692 630951

30-Jul

Sunday

6-Aug

Sunday

19/20
Aug
28-Aug

Saturday/Sunday
Monday
Bank Hol

3-Sep

Sunday

10-Sep

Sunday

17-Sep

Sunday

30 Sep/1
Oct

Saturday/Sunday

Worstead Festival - contact Geoffrey Dixon 6 School Lane Smallburgh NR12 9NG 01692
536088
Helmingham Hall Classic Car Event - go to http://www.helmingham.com for all the
event details
Air Display 2006 at Rougham Airfield - contact The Estate Office on 01359 270524 or
go to www.roughamairfield.org or e-mail info@roughamairfield.org
Lavenham Rare Breeds Motor Show 2006 - Arrive before 11.30 and leave after 4.00 pm
- Contact Jane Hodges on 01787 247659 or e-mail on jane@portmanhart.co.uk or go to
www.lavenham.co.uk/motor-show
Police Gala Day/Radio Norfolk Old Car Rally at the Norfolk Showground - Contact
Jim Blacklock (01493-750805) if you are bringing your Austin 7 to gather around the
NA7C gazebo. Otherwise contact BBC Radio Norfolk (01603-617411) for an individual
car entry, or Police Gala Day Co-ordinator S A Thacker on 01362 693651.
Riley Motor Club - Road Run - venue to be decided - Limited number of pre 1970 nonRiley cars will be accepted. Small entry charge. Contact Alan Gidley on 01508 532172
Norwich MGOC Memorial Run - starts at Thorpe Abbotts finishing at Snetterton Race
Circuit - £18 per car (to include bacon butties for 2, rally plate, route book (collectors item)
and a finishing memento) - Contact Terry on 01508 558761 (6.30 - 9 pm weekday
evenings or weekends only) or e-mail houston@homecall.co.uk or www.norwichmgoc.org.uk
Ploughs to Propellers 1940's Weekend at Rougham Airfield - contact The Estate Office
on 01359 270524 or go to www.roughamairfield.org or e-mail info@roughamairfield.org

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
Well that’s the lot for this edition of the NORFOLK NA7TER, I hope that you found it of interest. Please send in any items you
would like including in the next issue, which is due out in October.
Thank you all for your support.
Happy Austineering

Jim B
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—————— \NA7C/ ——————
This last item is something a bit different, which I found in a recent edition of that marvelous Austin Seven Club Newsletter, The
Meshing Point from the Scottish Austin Seven Club. The editor and SA7C Chairman, Ruairidh Dunford, tells me that it was
actually drawn by his mother way back when. So thank you Ruairidh and Mrs Dunford for this very novel item. We will be
judging the best completed model at the Club’s Dinner in December – what the prize will be you will have wait and see on the
night!!!
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